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Abstract
Meta-level architectures for dynamic control of reasoning processes are quite powerful.
In the literature many applications in reasoning systems modelling complex tasks are
described, usually in a procedural manner. In this paper we present a semantic
framework based on temporal partial logic to describe the dynamics of reasoning
behaviour. Using these models the semantics of the behaviour of the whole (meta-level)
reasoning system can be described by a set of (intended) temporal models.

1 Introduction
In the literature on meta-level architectures and reflection (e.g., [28]) two separate
streams can be distinguished: a logical stream (e.g., [4], [19], [37] ) and a procedural
stream (e.g., [10], [11]). Unfortunately there is a serious gap between the two streams.
In the logical stream one restricts oneself often to static reflections; i.e., of facts the
truth of which does not change during the reasoning: e.g., provable(A) (with A an
object-level formula). In the procedural stream usually facts are reflected the truth of
which changes during the whole reasoning pattern; e.g. control statements like
current_goal(A), with A an object-level formula, that are sometimes true and
sometimes false during the reasoning. If applications to dynamic control of complex
reasoning tasks are concerned these dynamic reflections are much more powerful (for
applications see, e.g.: [11], [10], or [6], [7], [8], [9], [18], [30], [31], [33], [35]).
However, a logical basis has not been investigated in depth. The current paper provides
such a logical foundation (based on temporal logic) of meta-level architectures for
dynamic control. The semantical framework allows for the analysis of these dynamic
meta-level architectures by logical means. It can be viewed as a contribution to bridge
the gap between the logical stream and the procedural stream.
A meta-level architecture consists of two interacting components that reason at
different levels: the object-level component and the meta-level component. The
interactions between the components are: upward reflection (information transfer from
object-level component to meta-level component) and downward reflection
(information transfer from meta-level component to object-level component). In a
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meta-level architecture each of the reasoning processes in one of the components can
be assigned its own local semantics (local in view of the whole system) that can be
formally described according to well-known approaches to static (declarative) and
dynamic (procedural) semantics (for instance as known from logic programming). In
this local semantics a static view (the contents; declarative) and a dynamic view (the
control; procedural) can be distinguished, and these views can be treated (to a certain
extent) as orthogonal (e.g., see [27]).
The crucial point of a meta-level architecture for dynamic control is that the
semantics of the meta-level component relates in some manner to (the control of) the
reasoning process of the object-level component. To obtain an overall semantics for
the whole system, the crux is to formally describe the precise semantic connection
between the two components. The semantic connection is used in a bidirectional
manner. Firstly, meta-level reasoning is about (or refers to) process aspects of the
reasoning of the object-level component and uses information about that (via upward
reflection). Secondly, the results of its reasoning may affect the control of this objectlevel reasoning process by changing its control settings (downward reflection).
Therefore meta-level architectures enable one to represent control knowledge in the
system in an explicit declarative manner.
A formal semantic connection between the two components should relate some
(formal) description of procedural (inference process control) aspects of the objectlevel component to the formal declarative description of the meta-level component.
Therefore for the overall semantics of this type of reasoning system a global distinction
between a static view and a dynamic view essentially cannot be made (as an extension
of the distinction that can be made within each of the components). The views are not
orthogonal in this case: to a certain extent they are defined in terms of each other. In
particular, it is impossible to provide independent declarative semantics for such
systems without taking into account the dynamics (of the object-level component). For
the overall architecture a formal semantical description is needed that systematically
integrates both views. The lack of such overall semantics for complex reasoning
systems (with meta-level reasoning capabilities) was one of the major open problems
that were identified in [36].
In this paper we develop a formal framework where partial models are used to
explicitly represent (current) information states (see also [24]). This enables us to
represent inference processes within each of the components as transitions between
partial models, and a trace of a reasoning process as a partial temporal model. First, in
Section 2 some basic notions from Temporal Partial Logic are introduced. Next, in
Section 3 we give a formalization of a static view and a dynamic view on the objectlevel reasoning component. In Section 4 a temporal interpretation of meta-level
reasoning is introduced and in Section 5 formal semantics for reasoning patterns of
meta-level architectures for dynamic control are presented based on partial temporal
models that formalize the overall reasoning traces. Finally, in Section 6 an example is
presented.
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2 Basic notions of Temporal Partial Logic
In this section we will introduce the formal notions of partial logic and temporal partial
logic that are needed later on.
Definition 2.1 (signature and propositional formula)
a) A signature
is an ordered sequence of (propositional) atom names, or a sequence
of sort, constant, function and predicate symbols in (many-sorted) predicate logic. By
 



we denote that
is a subsignature of
. The disjoint union of two


 
  
 . A mapping of signatures  :
and
is denoted by
is
signatures


a mapping from the set of symbols of
into the set of symbols of
such that sorts
are mapped to sorts, constants to constants, predicates to predicates, functions to
functions, and the arities and argument-sort relations are respected.
b) The set At( ) is the set of (ground) atoms based on . By a (ground) formula of
signature
we mean a proposition built from (ground) atoms using the connectives
, ,  We will call these formulae propositional formulae, in contrast to the
temporal formulae introduced later on. Below we will assume all formulas ground
(closed and without quantifiers). For a finite set F of formulae, con(F) denotes the
conjunction of the elements of F; in case F is the empty set then by definition con(F)
is true.
By Lit( ) we denote the set of ground literals of signature .
As discussed in [24], partial models can be used to represent information states in a
reasoning system; therefore we define:
Definition 2.2 (partial models as information states)
a) An information state or partial model M for the signature
is an assignment of a
truth value from {0, 1, u} to each of the atoms of , i.e. M: At( )
{0, 1, u}. An atom
a is true in M if 1 is assigned to it, and false if 0 is assigned; else it is called
undefined or unknown.A literal L is called true in M, denoted by M  + L (resp. false
in M, denoted by M  - L) if M(L) = 1 (resp. M(L) = 0) if L is an atom and M(a) =
0 (resp. M(a) = 1) if L = a with a  At( ). By Lit(M) we denote the set of literals
which are true in M.
We call a partial model M complete if no M(a) equals u for any a  At( ).
 
b) The set of all information states for
is denoted by IS( ). If

then this



induces an embedding of IS( ) into IS( ); we will identify IS( ) with its image


 
under this embedding: IS( ) IS( ). Furthermore, IS( 
) can (and will) be


identified with the Cartesian product IS( ) x IS( ).
c) We call N a refinement of M, denoted by M  , if for all atoms a  At( ) it
holds: M(a)   where the partial order on truth values is defined by
u  , u  , u   , 0  , 1 ! .
d) If K is a set of formulae of signature , a complete model M of signature
is
called a model of K if all formulae of K are true in M. An information state is
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consistent with K if it can be refined to a complete model that is a model of K. By
ISK( ) we denote the set of all information states for
that are consistent with K.
and S At( ), then by M|S we denote
e) If M is a partial model for the signature
the restriction or reduct of M to S, defined by
M|S(a) =
M(a)
if a  S
u
otherwise (i.e., if a  At( )\S)



If S = At( ) for some subsignature
of , then we denote M|S by M| .
Notice that for partial models M, N for
it holds M   if and only if M  + L  N
 + L for all literals L  Lit( ). We base the interpretation of propositional formulae on
the Strong Kleene truth tables for the logical connectives (see also Definition 2.6
below); more details and possibilities of partial semantics can be found in [3], [25].
Definition 2.3 (labeled flow of time)
Let L be a set of labels.
a) A (discrete) labeled flow of time , labeled by L is a pair T = (T, (<i)i  L)
consisting of a nonempty set T of time points and a collection of binary relations
<i on T. Here for s, t in T
and i  L the expression s <i t denotes that t is a
(immediate) successor of s with respect to an arc labeled by i. Sometimes we use just
the binary relation s < t denoting that s <i t for some i(for some label ithey are
connected). Thus < is defined as i <i. We will assume that this relation < is
irreflexive, antisymmetric and antitransitive.
We also use the (irreflexive) transitive closure « of this binary relation, defined as <+.
b) We call T linear if « is a linear ordering and rooted with root r if r is a
(unique) least element: for all t it holds r = t or r « t. We say T satisfies successor
existence if every time point has at least one successor: for all s  T there exists a t 
T such that s < t.
Definition 2.4 (partial temporal model)
Let
be a signature.
a) A labeled (linear time) partial temporal model of signature
of time T is a mapping
M: T

with labeled flow

IS( )

For any fixed time point t the partial model M(t) is also denoted by Mt; the model
M can also be denoted by (Mt)t  T. If a is an atom, and t is a time point in T, and
Mt(a) = 1, then we say in this model M at time point t the atom a is true. Similarly
we say that at time point t the atom a is false, respectively unknown, if Mt(a) = 0,
respectively Mt(a) = u.
b) The refinement relation  between partial temporal models is defined as: M   if
M and N have the same flow of time and for all time points t and atoms a it holds
Mt(a)  t(a).
c) M is called conservative if for all s, t  T with s < t it holds Ms  Mt.
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Fig 1 Example of a partial temporal model

From now on we will assume that all used labeled flows of time are linear, rooted and
satisfy successor existence. This is equivalent to T being order-isomorphic to the
natural numbers N. Therefore in the rest of the paper we will use N as our flow of
time.
We introduce three temporal operators, X, P and C, referring to the next
information state, past information states and the current information state,
respectively. Intuitively, the temporal formula X  is true at time t means that viewed
from time point t, the formula  is true in the next information state. We use labeled
next operators to be able to distinguish different types of steps. The temporal formula
P  is true at time t means that  is true in some past information state. Furthermore
we will need an operator that expresses the fact that currently  is true (in the current
information state); this will be the operator C. Definition 2.5 makes this formal.
Notice that sometimes we will denote the application of the temporal operators like
F(  ); if no confusion is expected, for shortness we write F  . We will not need nested
operators in this paper, although it would certainly be possible to use them.
Definition 2.5 (semantics of the temporal operators)
Let a propositional formula  , a labeled partial temporal model M, a label i  L and a
time point t  N be given. Then:
(M, t)  + Xi 
s  N [ t <i s & (M, s)  +  ]
a)




-

(M, t)

b)
c)

(M, t)
(M, t)
(M, t)
(M, t)








Xi 

C
- C
+ P
- P
+

+

(M, t)



Xi 

(M, t) 

(M, t) + C 
s N [s«t
(M, t) + P 
+





&

(M, s)



+



]



Now we can make new formulae using conjunctions, negations and implications of
these temporal formulae. From now on the word (temporal) formula will be used to
denote a formula possibly containing any of the new operators, unless stated otherwise.
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As we do not need nesting of temporal operators, for convenience we will only
consider non-nested formulae.
Definition 2.6 (temporal formulae and their interpretation)
be a signature, let M be a labeled partial temporal model for , and t  N a
Let
time point.
a) A temporal atom of signature
is a formula O where O is one of the temporal
operators in Definition 2.5 and  a propositional formula of signature .
A temporal formula of signature
is a formula built from temporal atoms of
signature , using the logical connectives , , .
b) Any propositional atom p  At(  ) is interpreted according to:
(M, t)  p
(M, t)  p

M(t)(p) = 1
M(t)(p) = 0

For the interpretation of a temporal atom, see Definition 2.5.
c) For any two temporal or propositional formulae  CPF :
(i)
(M, t)    
(M, t)   and (M, t) 

(M, t)   
M, t)   or (M, t)  
(ii)
(M, t)       
(M, t)   or (M, t)  

(M, t)   
(M, t)   
and (M, t)  

(iii)
(M, t)  +  


(M, t)   


 

(M, t)







  

(M, t)

d) For any temporal or propositional formula  :
+
















M, t)  
(M, t)   
(M, t) + 

does not hold
does not hold
 u  



and (M, t) -  
e) For a partial model M and a set of formulae K, by M  + K we mean M  +  for
all   K. By M  +  we mean (M, t)  +  for all t  N and by M is a temporal
model of K, denoted M  + K, we mean M  +  for all   K, where K is a set of
temporal or propositional formulae. A model M of K is called a minimal model of
it holds M’ = M.
K if for any model M’ of K with M’ 
(M, t)
(M, t)
(M, t)



-
















The temporal approach provides declarative semantics for systems that behave
dynamically, essentially since time has been put into the domain of consideration in an
explicit manner: one reasons both on world states and the time points on which they
occur. This means that non-conservative changes in truth values of a statement b
referring to a changing world state are accounted for by considering the statement in
fact as two (or more) statements: one (t, b) referring to one time point t, and another
one (s, b) referring to another time point s. The truth values of these two statements do
not change; e.g., it will always remain true that at time point t the statement b holds.
Thus a dynamic system is described in a declarative manner. Its set of intended models
can be constructed in the temporal sense described above. One specific behaviour of
the system corresponds to one of these temporal models. We will work out this general
idea for the case of a meta-level architecture. More details on temporal logic can be
found in [2], [20].
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3 Static and dynamic view on the object-level reasoning
In this section we use the notion of a partial model to formalize the information state
of the object-level reasoning component at a certain moment. A transition of one
information state to another one can be formally described by a mapping between the
partial models specifying the information states. In a reasoning process such a
transition is induced by a reasoning step where a knowledge unit K (e.g., a set of rules
or a single rule) is used to derive some additional conclusions. The dynamic
interpretation of such a knowledge unit K can be defined as the mapping in the set of
all relevant partial models induced by K.
Note that information states are defined in terms of literals. This implies that in
principle only literal conclusions count in inferences. Therefore we can take advantage
of the fact that inference relations, restricted to literal conclusions, that are sound with
respect to the classical Tarski semantics are also sound with respect to the partial
Strong Kleene semantics (and vice versa), as has been established in [29] (cf.
Theorem 2.3, p. 464). In the sequel by
we will denote any sound inference relation
that is not necessarily complete (e.g, one of: natural deduction, chaining, full
resolution, SLD- resolution, unit resolution, etc.).
3.1 The static view on the object-level reasoning
In this subsection we define the underlying language, logical theory and inference
relation of the object-level component. Moreover we define the notions of deductive
and semantic closure.
Definition 3.1 (static view on the object-level component)
The static view on the object-level reasoning component is a tuple



with
OT

, OT,



a signature, called the object-signature
a set of propositional ground formulae expressed in terms of
the object-signature
a classical inference relation (assumed sound but not
necessarily complete)

Notice that a literal formula is true in a partial model M if and only if according to the
classical semantics the formula is true in every complete refinement of M.
Definition 3.2 (deductive and semantic closure)
Let K be a set of propositional formulae of signature
relation or (semantic) entailment relation.
a) For M  ISK( ) we define the partial model clK

|~

and
(M) by
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|~ a (sound) inference

clK

|~

(M) 

+

L

K



Lit(M)

|~

L

for any literal L. This model is called the closure of M under K (with respect to

|~ ). We call

M closed under K (with respect to

equivalently, if



M

+

K

L



|~

Lit(M)

|~ ) if

M = clK

L

|~

(M) , or,



|~

b) If |~ is an inference relation we denote clK (M) by dcK (M) and call it the
deductive closure of M under K (with respect to ). We call M deductively closed
under K if



K

Lit(M)

L



M

+

L

i.e., if it is its own deductive closure under K.
c) For the classical
semantic consequence relation  (based on complete models) we

denote clK (M) by scK(M) and call it the semantic closure of M. We call M
semantically closed under K if
K



Lit(M)



L

M



+

L

i.e., if it is its own semantic closure under K.
Definition 3.3 (conservation, monotonicity, idempotency)
Let K be a set of propositional formulae of signature 
We call the mapping  : ISK( ) ISK( ):
(i) conservative
if M   (M)
for all M  ISK( )
(ii) monotonic
if  (M)   (N) for all M, N  ISK( ) with M 
(iii) idempotent
if  (  (M)) =  (M)
for all M  ISK( )
For more properties of this type of functionality mapping, see [34].
Proposition 3.4
and

Let K be a set of propositional formulae of signature
relation or the semantic consequence relation.
Then the mapping
idempotent.

clK

|~

: ISK( )

ISK( )

|~

a (sound) inference

is conservative, monotonic and

Moreover, for any M  ISK( ) and any model N of K that is a complete refinement
of M it holds clK

|~

(M)



. In particular this holds for the semantic closure mapping.

3.2 Object level reasoning traces and controlled inference functions
In Subsection 3.1 we have assumed that the deduction is exhaustive with respect to the
specific set K; this is not a realistic assumption. In practice often only some of the
inferences that are possible are applied, depending on additional control information.
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However, the full deductive closure always gives an upper bound: if control is involved
leading to non-exhaustive reasoning,
the actual outcome is a model M’ with

M

  K

(M)

  K(M)

In this paper we will assume that controlled inference is deterministic, depending on an
assignment of values to some set of control parameters. In that case controlled
inference can be described as follows.
Definition 3.5 (controlled inference function)
Suppose K is a set of formulae of signature
and |~
relation or the (semantic) entailment relation. The mapping



is a (sound) inference
: ISK( )
ISK( ) is

called a controlled inference function for K based on |~ if it is conservative and
monotonic and for all M  ISK( ) it holds



(M)

  K |~ (M).

Notice that we do not require that a controlled inference function is idempotent. If
reasoning is not exhaustive idempotency is often lost. Controlled inference functions
can be viewed as functions  KN where instead of a general entailment relation |~ a
variant is used that is parameterized by certain control information N. Two examples
of control parameters and the corresponding inference functions are:
- information about which atoms are the goals for the reasoning
In this case the control information N expresses that the conclusions should be
restricted to what already is available and the set of atoms G; i.e.,
M(a)
if M(a) 
 KN(M)(a) =

|~

(M)|G(a)
otherwise
- information about the selection of elements of the knowledge base to be used
Here the control information N expresses that only formulae of a subset K’ of the
theory K can be used in the reasoning, i.e.,
clK



K

N(M)

= clK’

|~

(M)

 K |~ (M)

Notice that these examples of control apply not only to the case of an inference relation
but also to the semantic consequence relation. In this sense control can be defined in a
semantic (inference relation independent) manner.
In a meta-level architecture the control information N is determined by the metalevel reasoning. What is needed to formalize a meta-level architecture is a
formalization of this control information on the right level of abstraction; i.e., in such a
manner that it can be subject of a (meta-level) inference process. We will come back to
this point in Section 4.
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Definition 3.6 (object-reasoning trace)

Let  , OT,  be a static view on the object-level reasoning component, where
is a sound inference relation. A partial temporal model (Mt)t  N is called an (object
reasoning) trace for  , OT,  if for all s, t  N with s < t it holds

Ms  t  dcOT (Ms).
Theorem 3.7 (approximation of an intended model: soundness)

Let  , OT,  be a static view on the object-level reasoning component and N a
model of OT (the intended model).

a) If (Mt)t 
is a trace for 
, OT,  with root r and Mr  
then for all
t  N it holds Mt   , i.e.:



Mr 





t 

 





b) Let for any t  N a controlled inference function  t : ISOT( ) ISOT( ) for OT
be given.

, OT,  can be
Then for any starting point M0  ISK( ) a trace (Mt)t  N for 
defined by:
Mt+1 =  t(Mt)
for all t  N
Given the formal framework as set up here, the proof of this theorem is not difficult.
The above results show a direct connection between the semantics on the basis of
partial models (as used here) and the classical Tarski semantics. In our terms this
connection can be stated as follows. Reasoning of the object-level component is always
on one specific, intended (complete) model that is a (Tarski) model of the knowledge
base. An information state is a partial description of this intended model: a partial
model with the intended model as one of its complete refinements. During reasoning
this partial description is (step-wise) refined, but (in sound reasoning processes) always
remains within the intended model. In our approach reasoning can be viewed as
constructing a partial model, approximating the intended complete model better and
better by refinement steps. This even holds if additional observations are allowed,
based on the intended model (this point is left out of the current paper). Since at any
moment in time the intended complete model is not known, in principle we have to
take into account all complete refinements of the current information state that are
models of the knowledge base. Thus the approach discussed here relates static
semantics and dynamic semantics to each other in one formal framework.
3.3 Control information and dynamic view on object-level reasoning
In this section we will introduce a formalization of control aspects of the object-level
reasoning. The intended model of the object-level component is (a formal
representation of) a specific world situation. As the meta-level component reasons
about the reasoning process of the object-level component, the intended model of this
is a formal description of (relevant aspects of) the inference process of the object-level
component. Considered from the viewpoint of the meta-level component, the objectlevel component can be considered as some exotic world situation with as a crucial
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characteristic that it is dynamic: each time the meta-level component starts a new
reasoning session, its associated world situation may have changed. Note that we
assume that object-level and meta-level reasoning processes are alternating: during the
meta-level reasoning the object-level component is not reasoning, so changes of the
object-level state occur only between the reasoning sessions of the meta-level
component.
This observation leads us to introduce a control signature that defines at an
abstract level a number of descriptors that can be used to characterize the control and
process states of the object-level reasoning: a lexicon in terms of which all relevant
control information can be expressed. A truth assignment to the ground atoms of such a
meta-signature is called a control-information state. Such a control-information state
can serve as a (partial) model for the meta-level component. The question of what are
the semantics of the meta-level component is equivalent to the question of what is
described by the control-information state related to an object-level component. We
illustrate this idea by some examples (for a more specific example, see Section 6):
- the fact that the object-level statement h is (currently) considered a goal for the
reasoning process; e.g., expressed by the (ground) control-atom goal(h) where h
is the name of an atom in the object-level language;
- a selection or priority of object-level knowledge elements to be used; e.g.,
expressed by the (ground) control-atom rule_priority(r), where r is the name of a
rule in the object-level knowledge base, or goal_priority(h, 0.9), with h as above;
- the degree of exhaustiveness of the reasoning; e.g., expressed by
exhaustiveness(any), meaning that it is enough to determine only one of the current
goals (the one with highest possible priority).
A control-information state formalizes at a high level of abstraction the parameter
N in a controlled inference function as introduced earlier in Section 3. We assume that

the control-information state specifies all information relevant to the control of the
(future) reasoning behaviour; i.e., the object-information state and the controlinformation state together determine in a deterministic manner the behaviour of the
object-level reasoning component during its next activation. Of course it depends on
the specific inference procedure that is used which control aspects can be influenced
and which aspects cannot.
In principle for execution we would expect that all atoms of the control signature
have a truth value assigned to it (i.e. the control-information state is a complete
model). However, we allow partial control-information states as well.
Definition 3.8 (dynamic view on the object-level component)
A dynamic view related to the static view  o, OT,  on an object-level component



is a tuple  c, µOT , OT  with c a signature called control signature and µOT ,

OT mappings
µOT



OT



: IS( o)
: IS( o)




IS( c)
IS( c)

IS( o)
IS( c)
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We call µOT the (controlled) inference function for the object-level, and
process state update function. For any N  IS( c) the mapping
µOTN : IS( o)

is defined by
µOTN : M |

OT



the

IS( o)



µOT (M, N)

We assume that for any N  IS( c) this µOTN is a controlled inference function, i.e., it
is conservative and monotonic and satisfies
µOTN(M)    OT (M) for all M  IS( o).
When
no
confusion
is expected, we will leave out the subscript and superscript of


µOT and OT and write shortly µ and .
In a control signature sometimes reference will be made to (names of) elements of
the language based on the object-level signature. On the other hand, also control-atoms
are possible that do not refer to specific object-level language elements (e.g.,
exhaustiveness). We do not prescribe in a generic manner if and how reference is made
to object-level language elements. In examples this will always be determined in a
more specific manner.
The process state update function expresses what the process brings about with
respect to the process state descriptors. Examples: an object-atom was unknown, but
becomes known during the reasoning; an object-atom that was a goal has failed to be
found.
The functions
and
for partial control-information states can be defined from
the values of the functions for complete control-information states as follows:
µ(M, N)
(M, N)

= gci {µ(M, N') | N
= gci { (M, N') | N

      
       

where the greatest common information state gci(S) of a set S of information states is
defined by
gci(S)(a) =
1
if for all M  S it holds M(a) = 1
0
if for all M  S it holds M(a) = 0
u
otherwise
A (combined) information state is a pair  M, N  where M is an objectinformation state and N a control-information state. A (combined) trace is a sequence
of (combined) information states. An object-level execution step on the basis of a
combined information state  Mt, Nt  provides the successor information state defined
by:

 Mt+1, Nt+1  =  µ(Mt, Nt), (Mt, Nt) 
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A combined reasoning trace can be obtained by alternating object-level execution
steps and interaction steps between the two levels to obtain new control-information
states N. We will work this out in more detail in Section 5.

4 Temporal interpretation of the meta-level reasoning
Locally, at each of the two reasoning levels, the system behaves conservative and
monotonic, but the whole cycle implies non-conservative changes of information
states: the actions induced by the upward and downward reflections are not
conservative. To describe this we can label the information states with an explicit time
parameter (e.g., expressed by natural numbers). The non-conservatism can be covered
by our declarative formal model, assuming each new (object-meta) cycle is labeled
with the next (successor) time label. This approach implies that the meta-level
reasoning component has semantics that relates states of the object-level reasoning
component at time t to states of this component at time t + 1. In this manner,
statements like
“if the atom

a

is unknown, then the atom

b

is proposed as a goal”

after downward reflection can be interpreted in a temporal manner:
"If at time

t

then at time

the atom a is unknown
t + 1 the atom b is a goal "

(in the object-level reasoning component)
(for the object-level reasoning process)

Assuming that the meta-level's proposals are always accepted (this assumption is
sometimes called causal connection), downward reflection is just a shift in time,
replacing the goals at the object-level by new goals (the ones proposed by the metalevel). This can be expressed as follows
known(a)

proposed_goal(b)

C(proposed_goal(b))

X(goal(b))

(meta-knowledge)
(downward reflection)

where C means "holds in the current state" and X "holds in the next state".
Within the meta-information involved in the meta-reasoning we distinguish two
special types: a) information on relevant aspects of the current (control-)state of the
object-level reasoning process (possibly also including facts inherited from the past),
and b) information on proposals for control parameters that are meant to guide the
object-level reasoning process in the near future. Therefore we assume that in the
meta-signature a copy of the control signature of the object-level component is
included as a subsignature that refers to the current state. Moreover, we assume that a
second copy of this control signature is included referring to the proposed truth values
for the next state of the object-level reasoning process. For example, if goal(h) is an
atom of the control signature, then there are copies
current_goal(h)
and
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in the set of atoms for the meta-signature. A syntactic function
transforming a meta-atom into a current variant and a proposed variant of it can simply
be defined by two (injective) mappings c and p of predicates, leaving the arguments
the same e.g.,
c(goal) = current_goal, p(goal) = proposed_goal.
We assume that the reasoning of the meta-level itself has no sophisticated control:
for simplicity we assume that it concerns taking deductive closures with respect to the
inference relation used at the meta-level. Under this assumption a dynamic view on the
meta-level component is completely determined by a static view.
proposed_goal(h)

Definition 4.1 (static and dynamic view on the meta-level component)
a) The signature m is called a meta-signature related to c if there are two injective
mappings c : c
m and p : c
m. In this case the subsignatures c( c) and
p( c) are denoted by

m

c and

p
m ; they are referring to the current state control-

information of the object-level and the proposed state control-information for the
object-level.
b) The static view on the meta-level component is a tuple



m,

MT,

m



with
a signature, called the meta-signature related to c
a set of propositional ground formulae expressed in terms of
the meta-signature
a classical inference relation (assumed sound but not necessarily
m
complete)

c) The inference function of the meta-level MT m (or shortly *)
m

MT



MT m:

ISMT(

c
m )

ISMT(

m)

is defined by the exhaustive inference function based on
function


This function
static view

; i.e., by the transition

dcMT m(N)
MT m : N |
* defines the dynamic view on the meta-level component, related to the



m,

MT,

m

.

Note that we essentially use propositional logic to describe the meta-language; if
needed a propositional signature can be defined based on the set of all ground atoms
expressible in a given (many-sorted) predicate logic signature. In fact it does not
matter how language elements at the meta-level are denoted, but how their semantics is
defined (in terms of the controlled inference function).
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5 Temporal models of overall reasoning patterns
After having introduced the required concepts in the previous sections, in this section it
will turn out to be easy to compose them to semantics for the dynamics of a meta-level
architecture. The information states of the meta-level component of the reasoning
system will have a direct impact on the control-information state of the objectcomponent, and vice versa. These connections will be defined formally in this section.
Notice that in our approach the object-level component and the meta-level component
do not reason at the same time, but are alternating.

’N ’

1

å

’N1’ *





up

down

¨
N0
M

0

µ

¨
N1

N2

M

M

1

2

µ

Fig 2 Transitions of information states in a meta-level architecture

In fact the following four types of actions take place (see Fig. 2). For a formal
description, see Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 below.
- object-level reasoning
The reasoning of the object-level component can be described by the functions
and
as defined in Definition 3.8.
- upward reflection
Information from the control-information state of the object-level component is
transformed (by a transformation function  up defined in Definition 5.1 below) to
the next information state of the meta-level component. This will provide input
information for the subsequent reasoning of the meta-level component (see
Definition 4.1).
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- meta-level reasoning
The reasoning of the meta-level component can be described by the inference
function * as defined in Definition 4.1.
- downward reflection
Information from the of the meta-level component is transformed (by the mapping
 down; see Definition 5.1 below) to the next control-information state to be used in
the control of the object-level component. This will affect the reasoning behaviour
during the subsequent object-level reasoning.
Definition 5.1 (meta-level architecture for dynamic control)
a) A meta-level architecture for dynamic control is described by a tuple
MLC = 



where




o,

OT,

o

o,

OT,
, 

o

c,

;

c,

,

;

m,

MT,

m

;  c, p 





are a static and a dynamic view on the object-level component,



m,

MT,

m



is a static view on the meta-level component, where m is related to the control
signature c by the injective functions c : c
m and p : c
m and
m is an
inference relation. Moreover, MT is a meta-knowledge base satisfying
c
m )

ISMT(

c
m )
c) is
m

= IS(

inconsistent with MT.
i.e., no information state in IS(
Based on MLC we can define the function * according to Definition 4.1.
b) Let MLC be as in a). The upward reflection function is the mapping



up:

IS( c)

IS(

defined for N  IS( c) and b  At(



m)
m)

by

if b = c(a) for some a  At( c)
otherwise
The (left) inverse upward reflection function
is the mapping
up(N)(b)

=

N(a)

u

: IS( m)
IS( c)
)
a
and
 At( c) by
m

defined for N  IS(

(N)(a)

=

N(c(a))

The downward reflection function is the mapping



down:

defined for N  IS(



m)

IS(

m)

IS( c)

and a  At( c) by

down(N)(a)

=

1
0

if N(p(a)) = 1
otherwise

The time shift function is the mapping


: IS(

m)

IS(

m)

defined by
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if b = c(a) for some a  At( c)
and N(P(a)) 
if b = c(a) for some a  At( c)
and N(P(a)) = u
otherwise

(N)(b) = N(p(a))
0
u

Reasoning activities are modifying object-information states in a conservative manner
(making refinements). Notice, however, that execution of upward and downward
reflection may induce non-conservative changes. Notice that we force the new control
state resulting from downward reflection to be two-valued. This is to avoid
nondeterministic phenomena and to allow that the meta-level only provides the
relevant (partial) information on control. In the rest of the paper MLC will denote a
tuple as defined in Definition 5.1.
The following relations hold for the functions defined above:
 up = id,  down = , =  up down.




Definition 5.2 (overall semantics based on traces)
a) An overall trace for the meta-level architecture MLC is a labeled linear partial
temporal model
(Mt



Nt)t



N

(also denoted by M  N) over IS( o 
m) with set of labels L = {re, sh} (re for a
reasoning step, sh for a time shift step) satisfying the following conditions for all s, t 
N:
(i) If s <re t
Mt
Nt

=
=

Mt
Nt

=
=

(Ms, (Ns))
*(  up( (Ms, (Ns))))

(ii) If s <sh t
Ms
*( (Ns))


b) The (intended) semantics of the meta-level architecture MLC is the set of traces
as defined in a), denoted by Traces(MLC).
c) A trace is called alternating if for all r, s, t  N and i, j  L with r <i s <j t it
holds i  .
Although usually we are most interested in alternating traces, there may be cases were
we are interested in other traces as well: e.g. if we allow multiple activations of the
object-level without intervenience of the meta-level.
Temporal models can be defined using our framework by traces of information
states. These traces are constructed during reasoning. At each moment of time only a
partial (in time) fragment of such a trace-model has been constructed. The set of
completed traces can be viewed as the set of intended overall models of the meta-level
architecture. The meta-level architecture as a whole approximates an intended model
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in a conservative manner by subsequently adding elements to the trace according to
time steps. This view will be made more precise in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3 (approximation of a trace)
Let MLC be a meta-level architecture for dynamic control.
a) The set of alternating traces of MLC is parameterized by the initial states, together
with the label (from {re, sh}) of the initial transition.
b) Let M  N be a trace for MLC. Define for any time point t
M(t)s(a) =
Ms(a)
if s « t or s = t
u
otherwise
N(t)s(a) =
Ns(a)
if s « t or s = t
u
otherwise
Then for all time points t it holds
M(0)



N(0)



(t)



N(t)



(t+1)



N(t+1)





N

Notice that in this section we do not (yet) add temporal elements to the languages
of the reasoning components themselves, but we attribute temporal semantics to the
whole system by interpreting the object reasoning process and the downward reflection
in a temporal manner. This means that within each of the components (locally) we
retain our original (non-temporal) semantics. The temporal semantics only serves as a
foundation for the composition principle to define an overall semantics composed from
the local semantics of each of the components at the two levels.

6 An example reasoning pattern
To illustrate the concepts introduced here we will give a trace of a meta-level
architecture for reasoning with dynamic hypotheses that are used as goals. The metalevel reasoning performs hypothesis selection whereas the object-level reasoning
performs testing of hypotheses by trying to derive them from observation information
(in a goal-directed manner). Control is needed to direct the object-level reasoning to
the goal that is to be posed: the selected hypothesis. The meta-level contains
declarative knowledge on which hypothesis to select under which circumstance (state
of the object-level reasoning process). The downward reflection transforms this
information about the selected hypothesis to control-information in the form of a goal
set for the object-level reasoning; this enables the system to effectuate control. The
upward reflection provides the information for the meta-level component on the
current state of what is already known and what is not yet known in the object-level
reasoning process. The knowledge in this example system is not realistic, but it enables
one to get an impression of the reasoning pattern.
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A. Static view on the object-level reasoning component
Object-signature (propositional):
o

= s1, s2, s3, h1, h2




Object theory (knowledge base of the object-level component) OT:
s2
s3






s3
s1


Inference relation: 


ch





s3

h1
h2
h1




(chaining)

B. Dynamic view on the object-level reasoning component
This reasoning component is used in a goal-directed fashion with chaining as inference
relation. We will not involve the possibility to acquire additional information from the
outside of the system.
Control-signature


true_s1, false_s1, true_s2, false_s2, true_s3, false_s3,

known_h1, known_h2, goal_h1, goal_h2


Inference function
The dependency of the inference function
on the control-information state is
concentrated in information expressed by goal-statements goal_hi (meaning that hi is
a goal for the object-level reasoning process). As a formal definition we can take
(M, N)(a) =
dcOT ch(M)(a)
if a = hi and N(goal_hi ) = 1
M(a)
otherwise






Process state update function
The process state update function
is defined as follows:
- The statement known_hi gets truth value 1 in the control-information state if in
the object-information state hi has truth value 1 or 0; it gets truth value 0
otherwise (i.e., if hi has truth value u in the object-information state).
- The statement true_si has truth value 1 in the control-information state if in the
object-information state si has truth value 1; it gets truth value 0 otherwise
(i.e., if si has truth value u or 0 in the object-information state).
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- The statement false_si has truth value 1 in the control-information state if in the
object-information state si has truth value 0; it gets truth value 0 otherwise (i.e.,
if si has truth value u or 1 in the object-information state).
- The other truth values remain unchanged.
C. Meta-level reasoning component
The meta-signature is taken as the disjoint union of two copies of the control signature
above: c_at (currently at), and p_at (proposed at), where at is an atom of the control
signature.
Knowledge base of the meta-level component (MT):
c_true_s2
c_false_s3







c_known_h1
c_known_h2

p_goal_h1




p_goal_h2

The meta-level wil use chaining as its inference relation.
The inference function * is the deductive closure function under MT.


Trace of an example session
In Fig. 3 a session with initial state s1, s2, s3 : 1, 1, 0 is described. Here for
convenience partial models are denoted by the list of atomic statements and negations
of atomic statements that are true. For the (combined) information states (named pi) of
the object-level component both the object-information states and the controlinformation states are depicted (separated by a colon ;). For the meta-level component
only the object-information states are depicted (named ti). For shortness only some
relevant (literal) facts are written in the information states.






object-level component
p0 : [s1, s2,
p1 : [s1, s2,

meta-level component

s3]; [ known_h1, known_h2 ]
s3]; [ true_s2, known_h1, known_h2 ]
t0: [ c_true_s2,
t1: [ c_true_s2,

p2 : [ s1, s2,
p3 : [ s1, s2,



c_known_h1,
c_known_h1,

c_known_h2 ]
c_known_h2, p_goal_h1 ]

s3 ]; [ true_s2, known_h1, known_h2, goal_h1 ]
s3, h1 ]; [ true_s2, false_s3, known_h1, known_h2 ]
t2: [ c_true_s2, c_false_s3, c_known_h1,
t3: [ c_true_s2, c_false_s3, c_known_h1,

p4 : [ s1, s2,
p5 : [ s1, s2,

s3,
s3,

c_known_h2]
c_known_h2, p_goal_h2 ]

h1 ]; [ true_s2, false_s3, known_h1, known_h2, goal_h2 ]
h1, h2 ]; [ true_s1, true_s2, false_s3, known_h1, known_h2 ]

Fig 3 Trace of an example session
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This example shows that it does not matter how language elements at the metalevel are denoted, but how their semantics is defined. Using a propositional language at
the meta-level is possible, but the more concise syntactical notation of predicate logic
has practical advantages. Therefore, often a predicate logic language is used at the
meta-level. For the semantics of the whole reasoning pattern this makes no essential
difference.

7 Conclusions
The semantic framework as discussed provides integration of static and dynamic
aspects in two different forms. On the one hand we connect the partial semantics as
used to describe information states to the standard Tarski semantics: a partial model
corresponds to the set of all of its complete refinements. On the other hand the
integration between static and dynamic aspects takes place by introducing the notion of
an explicit (declarative) control-information state in the object-level component.
Our logical framework has been partly inspired by Weyhrauch’s view on the role
of partial models (or simulation structures) in meta-level architectures ([37], [19]); see
also [32]. What is different in our case is that the partial models may be dynamic.
Furthermore, similarities can be found to the approach called dynamic interpretation of
natural language (e.g., see [17], [20], [23]). In this approach the dynamic interpretation
of a sentence in natural language is defined as an operator that transforms the current
information state into a new one where the content of the sentence is included.
With respect to dynamics the type of meta-level architecture covered here is less
restricted than sometimes studied in logical approaches, where meta-level predicates
are meant to express only static properties of the object-level, e.g., provability, et
cetera. We believe that the semantic model as discussed here can help to bridge the gap
between the (more restricted) logic-based approaches and (less restricted) procedural
approaches to meta-level architectures.
It is not difficult to use our framework to model meta-level reasoning that looks
ahead more than one step. One can transfer a part of the information at the meta-level
over the time shift and thus connect the reasoning in different activations of the metalevel. The results presented here can also be extended easily to the case of higher metalevels where also the control of the meta-level is guided in a dynamic manner (in this
case a refinement of the time scale can be made).
The type of meta-level architecture addressed by the semantic framework has been
implemented and applied in a number of practical applications, often in projects in
cooperation with companies (e.g., [6], [7], [8], [9], [18]). The type of meta-level
architecture as discussed can be designed and formally specified using our
compositional design method DESIRE (DEsign and Specification of Interacting
REasoning components; see [5], [26]). By means of DESIRE complex reasoning
systems or agents can be designed and specified according to what we call a
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compositional architecture: an architecture composed from a number of formally
specified reasoning components using formal composition principles (see [5]). In
DESIRE various types of reasoning components are covered; e.g., goals can be used to
guide the reasoning, and various measures of exhaustiveness can be used for the
control of reasoning (for more details, see [5]).
In our current practical applications (using DESIRE) of the framework as
described the control-information states are two-valued, i.e., no u’s occur as truth
values. In other words: at each moment all state descriptors defined by the control
signature have a determined truth value. This corresponds to the intuition that, since
the meta-level reasoning is about the states of the object-level reasoning process, input
information about this can be acquired from the system itself: there is essentially no
incompleteness of incoming information. On the other hand the two-valuedness of the
control-information states is related to the fact that we require that the control of the
object-level reasoning is completely determined by the truth values of the controlatoms, and vice versa. Therefore, if we require complete deterministic specification of
the behaviour of the reasoning system, all control-atoms should have determined truth
values (and vice versa). If we would allow non-deterministic control (e.g., by only
specifying some, but not all aspects of the control), the control-information states may
be viewed as essentially three-valued.
Since for the notion of a compositional architecture and the design method
DESIRE, an essential use is made of the notion of a meta-level architecture, the
(formal) semantics of the static and dynamic semantics of DESIRE depend on these
semantics of meta-level architectures. In the literature not much work is reported on
such foundations. As this paper contributes formal semantics of meta-level
architectures, this can be used for a semantics of DESIRE.
Meta-level architectures have been exploited to model nonmonotonic reasoning
(see [1], [30], [31]). The type of architecture there is based on temporal epistemic
reflection (i.e., dynamic addition and retraction of assumptions by explicit metareasoning), and not on meta-level control of the object-level reasoning (which takes
place as a non-controlled deductive closure determination; therefore it differs from the
type of meta-level architecture considered here. Formal analysis of semantics of this
type of architecture was addressed in [21]. An interesting combination would be if both
meta-reasoning on assumptions and meta-reasoning on control of the object reasoning
would be covered in one (combined) architecture; this has not been addressed yet.
Disjoint from the area of meta-level architectures, a temporal perspective on the
semantics of reasoning processes has been very fruitful to obtain semantics, temporal
specification languages, and simulation environments for of nonmonotonic reasoning
processes; cf. [13], [14], [16]. A specific type of nonmonotonic reasoning is based on
default logic. In [12], [15], [22] different aspects of semantics and specification of
default reasoning processes have been analysed in more depth.
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